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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
I am proud to report on my first year as President of Sydney University Australian National
Football Club. 2018 was a tremendously successful year both on and off the field for SUANFC,
with significant improvements made across the club which will form the basis of our growth in
2019.
A snapshot of 2018 achievements include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The signing of our first ever naming rights partner, Growthbuilt.
SUANFC entered 2 new teams into Sydney AFL; Under 19s Division 2 and Masters.
7 out of 9 teams participating in Finals Series.
5 Grand Finalists, Premier Division, PD Reserves and Sydney AFL Divisions 1, 2 and 3.
Sydney AFL Division 3 Golds, Premiers.
The formation of the SUANFC Integrity Committee.
Constitution amendments approved by the Board.
A significant portion of revealed 2017 debt wiped.
Improved ties and support from our Junior pathway clubs, Newtown Swans, Glebe
Greyhounds, Drummoyne Power and Moore Park Tigers.
The inaugural Sydney University Cup was awarded when Newington and Trinity played
off on Sydney Uni No 1 Oval.
Stronger links with Sydney AFL Premier Division clubs driven by our board, GM and
senior coach assisting in the implementation of our NEAFL program.
The signing and then 2 year extension of our General Manager, Pippa Temperley.
The club’s 2017 initiative and leadership in holding Sydney AFL’s first Pride Game saw
Pride Round rolled out across the Sydney AFL competition in 2018.
For the first time the club proudly held Indigenous Round celebrations at No 1 Oval.

Upon reflection, this is a long list of achievements which the club should be incredibly proud of
and the work of many underpinning each one.
Football
On the field SUANFC was enormously successful. Our NEAFL and Sydney AFL Premier Division
sides both winning into finals series respectively. The NEAFL team was strongly led by Tom
Morrison and his team despite difficult pre-season circumstances though managed to start the
year off well and put themselves in a position to succeed in September. For Premier Division it
was another bitter Grand Final defeat by less than a goal. I would like to thank Tony Overall in
particular for his 2 years service as head coach of the team.
For our other open Men’s sides it was tremendous seasons all round with Reserves, Blues, Reds
and Golds all making it into Grand Finals. It was the Golds who were victorious on the final day,
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the club salutes the work of Greg Nix, the 22 players and extended squad on a tremendous
season.
For our Under 19s Division 1 it was a return to finals footy which was fantastic to see and for
the Under 19s Division 2, so well lead by Jon Dyster, it was a fantastic inaugural season. The
Under 19s Division 2 team is significant in providing a larger playing group base to ensure the
viability of our Division 1 side and ultimately our NEAFL and Premier Division programs. Perhaps
even more importantly is providing another level for local juniors and first year students to
continue enjoying AFL. Congratulations also to the Masters team to who enjoyed a number of
wins along the way in their short season.
Commercial and Major Events
Perhaps the greatest achievement of 2018 was the signing of our inaugural naming rights
partner, Growthbuilt. Thank you to Chas Wilkinson and Jason McLennan who drove the creation
and closing of the partnership. Thank you to Mel, Peter, Colin and the whole team at
Growthbuilt, it has been a fantastic first season in concert with each other and we look forward
to many more. The relationship is one which is values driven, with Growthbuilt and SUANFC
aligning on more than just commercial interests.
While commercial funding increased overall in 2018 this was primarily as a result of the
Growthbuilt partnership, the diversification of commercial funding decreased and this should
be a focus area for the portfolio moving forward.
Blue and Gold function in 2018 was successfully run at a different time of the year for a much
improved financial result thanks to the efforts and co-ordination of Pippa Temperley and Gus
Stephenson with the assistance of Roger Down and Ian Evans. This in combination with better
planning and execution of our 2 presentation evenings should ensure that events can provide
growth as a net outcome moving into 2019.
Facilities
Our programs remain fractured with our NEAFL program splitting between No 1 and Henson for
training in addition to various pre-season facilities. Premier Division split between ADO Oval and
No 1, St Pauls during pre-season. Our lower grades continue to train 2 nights a week on campus
with no AFL posts or oval sized ground. Our Under 19s program is able to train twice a week on
No 1. Our NEAFL team is unable to play on No 1 due to its small size and is shipped to BISP for
more than half of our home games by the AFL despite our preference to play at Henson. The
Board continues to work tirelessly to improve our hand on facilities in particular bringing the
club together for NEAFL home game days.
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Clearly, facilities are SUANFC’s greatest challenge. The board continues to consistently put
ourselves into a position to support a redevelopment of Oval No 1 when the time is right. We
continue to advocate for usage of various grounds in the Inner West and with close proximity to
Sydney University including Bat and Ball oval which is utilised by our NEAFL program for preseason, Erskineville Oval, which is currently tenanted to Rugby League despite its size and for
extended use of Henson Park.
A thank you must be extended to the Newtown Swans who have provided access to SUANFC on
Monday evenings to utilise ADO thanks to their close relationship with the council.
Governance
Many fresh faces on the 2018 Board have been welcome additions. Thank you to Jason
McLennan, Michael Murray, Andrew Holmes, Jon Dyster, Rich Hawtin, Gus Stephenson, Peter
Hastings, Roger Down, Ian Evans, Tom Ayton, Alex Hawtin and Josh Cutrupi for their
contributions in 2018.
2 significant milestones were achieved in 2018 with a constitution amendment and the striking
of an Integrity Committee. These 2 projects were lead by Peter Hastings. The constitutional
amendment corrects a number of existing issues particularly around club life members and
aligns with SUSF’s updated template.
The Integrity Committee made up of the Club’s GM, Senior Coach as well as a Board
representative and Secretary was formed in conformity with a charter developed in
consultation with AFL NSW/ACT. The purpose of the Committee is to assist the President and
the Board with the oversight of significant Club related regulatory and compliance issues. In
particular, the Committee is to oversee the Club’s compliance with NEAFL Rules and NSW/ACT
AFL Regulations as well as AFL Codes of Conduct on matters such as gambling, anti-doping and
medical procedures.
Integrity is increasingly being recognised as an important part of all sports and the Club is
pleased that it is involved in the development of a model which will be available for all
NSW/ACT AFL clubs.
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Thank yous
I would like to thank the entire board for their efforts in 2018 but in particular Jason McLennan
whose advice and guidance has been critical to me. Thank you to our employees Pippa
Temperley, Jack Prato and Tom Morrison. And finally thank you to my partner Liz Blanchard,
without her love and support, my role as President would not be possible.
Sam Power
President
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GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT
I was delighted to be offered the position of General Manger and join such a diverse and
established club in SUANFC. 2018 was one to remember for the club, with many successes both
on and off the field. The true size and extent of SUANFC was truly on show this year, with
breakthrough across multiple portfolios which is evident throughout this annual report. The onfield results of our programs in 2018 were nothing short of impressive, with seven of nine
teams qualifying for finals, and the Golds coming home with a premiership. Congratulations to
Greg Nix and his team for their addition to the SUANFC trophy cabinet!
The first big challenge of 2018 was the addition of two new teams at opposite ends of the
spectrum, the U19 Division 2 Colts and the Masters. Both teams offer different opportunities,
the second Colts teams providing more opportunity for growth and development within the AFL
Sydney landscape; whilst the Masters provided the prospect for SUANFC alumni to reconnect
with the much loved club. Congratulations must go to Jon Dyster, Rob Lavery and Michael
Murray for the tremendous efforts that went into getting these teams off the ground. The
addition of the two new teams meant registrations were at an all-time high, thank you and
congratulation to all that pulled on the Hoops in 2018, and a special thank you to all that
volunteer time over the season to ensure that the year ran as smoothly as possible!
2018 was a season of highs and lows for the NEAFL program. A tumultuous off season for the
NEAFL program left recruiting in a difficult position; nevertheless the program attracted the
services of ex-AFL listed player Craig Bird and quality NSW and SANFL product Adam Gulden to
the program who bought a new level of professionalism. They joined the already established
group from 2017 with the addition of some new local NSW talent. Rhys McAlister also signed on
as the Senior Assistant Coach, backing up returning Senior Coach Tom Morrison in his second
year. The team, determined to tackle their own ‘Everest’ continued to drive incredibly high
standard which directly correlated to on field performances. The squad started the season in
peak form, before being shocked into a mid-season slump, grinding out games with a growing
(and largely unavoidable) injury and suspension list. Despite this, the team was able to respond
late in the season and secure a 3rd berth for finals in percentage off the back of a convincing win
over the Northern Territory in the final round. A shock loss to Canberra in the elimination final
bought the season to an early end, but has definitely added fuel to the fire with many players
and coaching staff returning to go the whole way in 2019.
Despite the shortcomings in the finals series, the year was full of accolades across the board.
The program received three rising star nominations (Nathan Cooper, Round 7; Jake
Bartholomaeus, Round 14; Callum McFadden, Round 18), four ‘NEAFL Team of the Year’
recipients (Ryan Hebron, Adam Gulden, Tom Young & Craig Bird) and Damien Bonney took
home NEAFL Goal of the Year. Beyond the playing group, there were key performances in the
coaching staff. Tom Morrison was accepted into the exclusive AFL Level 3 Coaching Course and
Lloyd Perris (Development and Forwards Coach) was offered a full-time role with the Sydney
Swans as the Development Coach. Lloyd has been a huge part of the NEAFL program over the
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past two years, the club will reap the rewards of his hard work for years to come! Both Tom and
Lloyd’s both achievements are a true testament to the quality coaching that SUANFC produces.
Further off-field achievements include the Tom Morrison’s initiative to introduce club wide
coaching development seminars which saw an increase in cohesion and messaging across the
SUANFC coaching ranks and will ensure the ongoing development of all coaches. A further
congratulations must go to the programs academic graduates Tim Barrett (Bachelor of Primary
Education) and Jonathan Williams (Masters of Management), it is a tremendous achievement to
be awards degrees while competing in elite level sport.
Perhaps the biggest challenge facing the NEAFL program is the lack of access to facilities. The
absence of a true ‘home’ was felt throughout the season, with the majority of home games
being played out at Blacktown International Sports Park and trainings split at Henson Park. The
re-development of Oval 1 is imperative is the development of the NEAFL program (and all other
programs for that matter), in order to take the final step to remove the nomad status of
SUANFC teams.
SUANFC improved the funding position in 2018, further stabilising the financial future of the
programs. The club is well supported financially in the form of three key facets; AFL Funding,
SUSF Funding and club generated incoming (largely commercial sponsorships, registrations and
events). The AFL increased their financial contribution to SUANFC by 25%, additionally SUSF
continued their unwavering support for the program, offering cash, scholarship and value-inkind support in a variety of areas for the club. This support is in-valuable in creating an
environment that supports a holistic program that develops athletes both in sport and
academically.
2018 saw the ground-breaking signing of a naming rights sponsor with Growthbuilt. Growthbuilt
went above and beyond in the first year of the partnership to become an integral part of the
SUANFC family. It is obvious that this relationship is more than a pure sponsorship deal and that
the collaboration between SUANFC and Growthbuilt will ensure the longevity and success of
both parties for many years to come! A big thank you to Mel, Peter, Colin and all Growthbuilt
staff for your support of SUANFC. SUANFC also welcomed the Nag’s Head Hotel to our
commercial ranks, offering a home for our players away from Oval 1. Thank you to our stalwart
sponsors who continue to be supporters of SUANFC year after year including CplusC, Urbanest,
Bendigo Bank, ISC, Sportslab, Funkified, Rubbish Taxi and Chempower.
The clubs annual Blue & Gold luncheon was a large success. This year hosted at the Sydney
Cricket Ground, the event had an array of diverse and interesting panellists across both the AFL
and SUANFC landscape. The day was a great success, well attended by corporate and club
supporters alike, with many prizes and discussions had. Thanks must go to Gus Stephenson,
Jamie Barkley, Roger Down and Ian Evans for your support of the event.
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I’d like to thank everyone who has supported me in the transition into this role in 2018. A huge
thank you must go to Sam Power and Jason McLennan for putting their trust in me as an
employee, for answering phone calls from me at all times of the day and putting your ‘real life’
jobs on hold to help out at any time. Thank you also to the wider board, you have all put in a
tremendous amount of effort this year and it has not gone unnoticed, you have kept the club
running and growing exponentially. Finally, thank you to Jack and Tom who have been
unbelievable colleagues throughout the year, your support and friendship has been this year so
enjoyable and I look forward to many more years as a team. And finally, thank you to the wider
club for welcoming me with open arms, I’m incredibly proud to be a part of SUANFC and look
forward to working with the club in 2019 and onwards.

Pippa Temperley
SUANFC General Manager
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FOOTBALL OPERATIONS REPORT
Season 2019 was one enjoyed by many of our Club’s members for a number of different
reasons.
More games took place on No.1 than ever before in the Club’s history, which came with the
added bonus of deep finals-runs by 5 of the Club’s 9 sides.
Operationally, the season posed challenges like no other, but with the unwavering support of
the Club’s volunteers, these challenges were managed. The addition of the Masters and second
Colts side were well managed by Michael Murray, Rob Lavery and Jon Dyster. I thank all three of
these men for their assistance with mitigating the time I needed to spend organising an extra
two teams in comparison with 2017.
Our coaching panel in 2018 was a pleasure to work with. The time they spent ensuring all Club
members enjoyed their time was outstanding. Of course, there were hiccups in regards to
selection throughout the season, and some communication issues. These have been discussed
throughout the year, with relevant changes to be made heading into next season. The
importance of clear communication between our coaches is paramount to the success of their
sides, and the retention of these coaches.
Our fees and registration process, despite its challenges, was managed well throughout the year
with late-joining members charged for registration, something that was highlighted as an area
for improvement in comparison with years past. Changes to the registration process have been
discussed in the offseason, as we look to streamline the process to ensure the Club receives
maximum compensation from its members for the services we provide.
Grounds and facilities also pose a great challenge throughout the entire year. The Club’s time
for training on both No.1 and Bat & Ball Oval reduced during the season, which lead to the
Premier Division program returning to ADO on Monday nights, and our lower grades
unfortunately training at St Johns two nights a week. Heading into the 2019 season, the Club
has already secured extra time on Bat & Ball for preseason training, while we’re working
towards securing more time on local ovals in the coming months.
The assistance of Nicole Golding this year was also much appreciated. Nicole took charge of the
canteen this season, alleviating the burden from my duties. As most should be aware, the
running of the canteen is a tough task, and will likely drive you insane, so Nicole’s efforts should
not go unnoticed.
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Similar to every season that has passed during my time at the Club, I have the Hawtin family to
thank for nearly everything I’m involved with. Liz, Rich, Alex and Ben are to thank for managing
our hectic match days, and ensuring they run as smoothly as they can for a Club made up of
students. There efforts cannot be put into words, and their time is something we should all be
extremely grateful for.
There are many more I would like to thank for their support this season but I’ve only got so
much space, so I’ll finish with one mention of a volunteer leaving the Club this year. Thank you
to Michael Fogarty for everything you’ve done for the Club in my three seasons that we’ve been
here together. From outstanding volunteer, to managing the duties roster, and so much more, I
wish you the best of luck and look forward to your return in the coming years!
Thanks,
Jack Prato
SUANFC Operations Coordinator
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SECRETARY’S REPORT
A year ago in this very report, I surmised that 2018 would be a year of unprecedented success
for SUANFC. If not for the bounce of ball in a couple of games and some very worthy opponents
on Grand Final day, we could’ve brought home five premierships and cemented our status as
the most successful club in Sydney both on and off the field. However, it wasn’t to be and we
were left with the bitter taste of disappointment in all but Division 3, where Greg Nix and his
Golds fought their way through four sudden death finals – the last a crushing Grand Final
victory over the minor premier. That said, four teams finishing as runners-up and two others
making finals is a record that any other club would be envious of and for that we should feel
pride in our achievements.
From an administrative standpoint, we welcomed two new teams – the Masters and a second
Colts side. Both were hugely successful in engaging new and old players and this saw our club
have a remarkable 346 players pull on the hoops in at least one game in 2018, an increase of
18% on the year prior and again a new record. Our club was also at the forefront of community
based initiatives such as Indigenous Round and Pride Round, with money raised for charity via
event day auctions and the sale of limited edition event themed merchandise.
Further to that, this year we saw a largely new Committee steering the club, including new
President Sam Power as well as a new General Manager, Pippa Temperley. Thank you to all new
Committee members, along with those who returned from previous seasons. Also a big thank
you to our Operations Coordinator Jack Prato, along with all of the game day volunteers,
coaches, team managers, support staff and everyone who pulled on the boots this season.
2018 Committee and Executive
Behind the on-field aspect of the club in 2018 was the dedication and expertise of the SUANFC
Committee and Executive. It was comprised of the below:
President:

Sam Power

Chairman:

Jason McLennan

Treasurer:

Andrew Holmes

VP Senior Football:

Rich Hawtin

VP Junior Football:

Jon Dyster

VP Commercial & Major Events

Gus Stephenson

Secretary:

Michael Murray

Club Portfolio:

Alex Hawtin
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Alumni Portfolio:

Roger Down

Regulatory & Legal Portfolio

Peter Hastings QC

NEAFL Portfolio

Tom Ayton

General Committee

Ian Evans
Josh Cutrupi

The Committee were largely responsible for the oversight of the daytoday running of their
portfolios, as well as planning and executing club events. It met on seven occasions in 2018.
These meetings were well attended and not only aided the club in navigating its way through
season 2018 with an increased member base and new teams, but it helped the club chart its
path toward dealing with changes in the Sydney AFL and NEAFL landscapes happening in the
near future. I would like to congratulate and thank everyone involved for their enthusiasm and
passion for our football club.
Speaking on behalf of my fellow Committee members, I would like to say that it was a
privilege to represent both you, the playing group and our football club SUANFC in 2018. We
hope that you will return in 2019 and we can all join together in continuing to build a
sustainable and successful football club both on and off-field.

Michael Murray
SUANFC Secretary
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SENIOR FOOTBALL REPORT
In 2018, SUANFC entered our senior men’s team in the NEAFL competition and 5 open aged
men’s sides into the Sydney AFL competition. Division 3 (Golds), Division 2 (Reds), Division 1
(Blues), Premier Reserves Division and Premier Division. These 6 teams comprised the senior
football club for Season 2018.
Season 2018 saw an expansion of the Sydney AFL Premier Division Competition to ten (10)
Clubs and a restructure of the broader Sydney AFL Competition. This consisted of two senior
men’s competitions with the Premier Division and Platinum Division each having seniors and
reserves divisions and three divisionalised men’s competitions.
This was one of the initial outcomes from the 2017 Future Directions of AFL Sydney Project
initiated by AFL NSW/ACT. Season 2019 will see further outcomes being implemented in the
introduction of a player value “points system” in the Premier Division.
2018 was an outstanding year for our Sydney AFL teams, with all 5 teams participating in their
respective Grand Finals. Unfortunately, all other than the Golds fell short at the final hurdle, but
hopefully the learning experience will be assessed and learnt from looking forward to Season
2019.
Training
Facilities for training in 2018 were at a premium with reduced access to Henson Park and No 1
Oval for the NEAFL side and this caused a ripple effect down through the other grades. Sharing
Alan Davidson Oval (ADO) on a Monday for the Premier Division teams and the divisionalised
teams having limited access to grounds other than St.Johns Oval is not an acceptable situation
leading forward. Greater demand for training grounds across the Sydney inner city area is one
of the effects felt due to the expansion of male, female and junior teams in the area.
In season, NEAFL trained at No. 1 and Henson, Premier and Reserves trained together at
ADO(Monday) and No.1 (Wednesday). The Blues, Reds and Golds trained at St Johns Oval on
Mondays and Wednesdays.
Volunteers
As with every year the volunteer efforts are crucial in ensuring all training goes ahead as well as
game day runs smoothly. Primary volunteer requirements are Coaches and assistants to ensure
training activities are carried out. In addition to this numerous game day volunteers are needed
including: Club umpires for the 3 divisionalised teams, Water runners, Goal umpires, Boundary
umpires, Timekeepers, Scoreboard attendants, Canteen and BBQ helpers, Team managers.
Organising all these is no mean feat so a big thank you to Michael Fogarty who was in charge of
the volunteer timetable weekly. He was ably supported by Locky Johnson for organising the
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club umpires each week and the introduction of a gold coin donation seemed to make
volunteering slightly more enticing.
Again for this season 2018 a big thanks goes to Liz Hawtin for not only managing the Premier
and Reserve division teams but for the behind the scenes planning with Pippa Temperley and
Jack Prato to ensure the match days run as smoothly as they do. Special mention should also be
made of Darragh Mullen who despite suffering a season ending injury pre-season supported the
Club by assisting at all the match days at training.
This season saw a revitalisation of the canteen and Nicole Golding managed the facility for the
season and saw drinks and food available for the majority of match day occasions.
Golds (Division 3)
The Golds were coached by Greg Nix and the captaincy was shared throughout the year to help
encourage player leadership development. The Golds maybe surprised even themselves in their
finals campaign that saw them take the “tough path” of playing elimination games for an entire
month that culminated in an emphatic GF victory. The support to the playing group on a
Saturday from squad players by meeting volunteering needs is a great reflection of them both
individually and as a group.
Coach: Greg Nix
Record: 9W-6L (4th place)
Finals Record: 4W-0L (Premiers)
Players used in 2018: 80
Reds (Division 2)
The Reds were coached by Adam Clark and captained by Kyall Homberg. The Reds won their
division but had a bogey side in the form of a strong UNSW team that defeated them twice in
the finals. A great year from the Reds nonetheless.
Coach: Adam Clark
Record: 15W-2L (Minor Premiers)
Finals Record: 1W-2L (Runners Up) Players used in 2018: 82
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Blues (Division 1)
Jim Beard coached the team with assistance from his assistants panel lead by Nathan Danckert
with Peyton Caffey being captain. Blues won the division at a canter by 3 clear games but in the
finals lost to a strong Pennant Hills side twice.
Coach: Jim Beard
Record: 14W-3L (Minor Premiers)
Finals Record: 1W-2L (Runners Up)
Players used in 2018: 79
Premier Division Reserves
The 2018 Premier Reserves were coached by Mike Bassett with assistance from Richard Nicholl
and captained by Ben Hawtin. The support of Jason Cheah is also recognised despite injury for
the majority of the season. This side was much changed from the previous season due to
retirements and injuries and the young side combined well to be minor premiers and secure a
double finals chance in finals. After winning straight into the Grand Final, the Reserves
ultimately fell to an experienced Pennant Hills side. It was certainly a fantastic year for a young
player group.
Coach: Mike Bassett
Record: 16W-2L (Minor Premiers)
Finals Record: 1W-1L (Runners Up)
Players used in 2018: 66
Premier Division
The Premier Division side was coached by Tony Overall with assistance from Gabe Robbie, Alex
Shain and Mike Bassett. Allister Clarke was appointed captain of the side. The Premier Division
side were a force early in the competition, suffered a mid-season lull and finished the season
strongly to qualify for the finals in 3rd place. A successful finals campaign saw them reach the
GF and for a send season in a row fall agonisingly short, relinquishing the lead in the final
moments of play against a strong UNSW outfit.
Coach: Tony Overall
Record: 11W-7L (3rd place)
Finals Record: 2W-2L (Runners Up)
Players used in 2018: 49
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NEAFL
The NEAFL side was coached by Tom Morrison with assistance from Lloyd Perris and Rhys
McAllister. Tim Barton was appointed captain of the side. After a cracking start to the season,
topping the table and undefeated after seven games, the side struggled to regain its
momentum in the back half of the season winning 5 of their last 11 games and finishing third,
before bowing out with a disappointing home loss to Canberra in the Elimination Final.
Coach: Tom Morrison
Record: 12W-6L (3rd place)
Finals Record: 0W-1L (5th place)
Players used in 2018: 35
2018 successes
●
An improvement in the integration of senior teams across the Club was seen both on the
social level but also the coaching initiative of Tom Morrison to develop a “club structure” and
exchange NEAFL experiences and drills through regular coaches meetings;
●
An initiative that will continue into season 2019 is that of NEAFL, Prems/Pressies and
Rainbows “Sub-Committees” that improved communication and feedback from the
players/coaches to the Board.
Takeaways for Improvement (Lessons Learnt)
●
Training venues. The availability in 2018 was not satisfactory and long-term goal of this
portfolio to see all teams train on an AFL oval with posts for every training session.
Richard Hawtin
Vice President – Senior Football
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JUNIOR FOOTBALL REPORT
The season started with the recruitment of highly regarded junior coach and ex-Glebe player,
Joey Britton. Joey brought with him the enthusiasm and talent of ex- North Shore player Tom
Harvey to form our 2018 coaching team.
The decision was in place to have 2 teams for this age group given that for the past few seasons
we had seen an increase in the number of players wishing to be a part of the Colts group,
however limited places meant we were not always able to provide the opportunity for
footballers of all levels.
So, with a solid coaching team in place we started our pre-season with the Prems whilst
building an extensive list for the upcoming season from the “graduates” of our pathways clubs
and schools. In the end, we would have over 70 players pull on the hoops over the 2018 season
with more than 75% coming from our pathways clubs Glebe, Newtown and Canada Bay, with
Sydney University students and Newington, Trinity and St Joseph’s college players making up
most of the remainder of the list.
Division 1
The Colts top team performed well to finish 4th at the end of the home and away season and
make the finals for the first time in a few years. Unfortunately, our boys couldn’t continue their
run of good form and went out in a first semi-final loss to North Shore.
A positive from the loss was that by fielding a very young list, with only four 19 year olds in the
team to take on North Shore and seven players still under 17, we are in a good position to build
on for the 2019 season.
Other highlights for 2018 included Damien Dickson coming 4th in the Sydney AFL B&F as well as
Wes Greenaway making his Prems debut and Damien Dickson, Jack Gardiner and Vijay Sainju
making appearances in the Prem Reserves.
Overall the Division 1 side played a lot of good football and developed a great on and off field
culture, setting themselves high standards and representing the Club proudly. Captain Andreas
Apostolou and his leadership team showing the way.
Division 2
We started the Division 2 season with a close game against the established North Shore team.
The game was indicative of many of our season games as we fought tirelessly to be in a position
to challenge but unfortunately, we were outlasted to finish with a “noble” loss.
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In the end, we had 5 wins for the season, including inflicting the only defeat for the season
against the eventual Premiers Southern Power. Importantly it is fair to say that the team never
once gave up and showed real pride all season. This was highlighted when, down to only 15
players, the boys were given a rousing applause from the Penrith crowd for the way they fought
out the game. Given the difficulties of building teamwork and consistency in a maiden season,
this was a considered by all to be a great success.
Off the field the team’s captain Gabe Beech-Jones was awarded the SUANFC Young Clubperson
of the Year for his leadership and outstanding efforts in instilling a fantastic “never say die”
culture amongst the boys. Jack Gardiner who, whilst still playing a role for the Division 1 side,
played 9 games to support the Division 2 boys was a close contender in the race for this
prestigious award.
Pathways
A big focus this season was to strengthen our ties with our pathways clubs and schools. With
the added offering of two Colts sides we were now able to provide more players from Glebe,
Newtown, Canada Bay, Newington, Trinity and St Joseph’s with the opportunity to play with us
“on permit” during their final season of junior football. This enabled us to achieve a greater
retention and stronger links between our club and our community from where our future
players will come.
Some notable achievements for the 2018 season included:
•
•
•
•
•

Providing SUANFC players as coaches at Canada Bay, Glebe-Newtown and Newington
NEAFL player visits to junior clubs and schools
Hosting the inaugural SUANFC Cup for the First XVIII fixture between Newington and
Trinity on Friday night at No.1
Having the Glebe-Newtown-Canada Bay Under 15s wearing SUANFC Indigenous
guernseys as a part of Indigenous Round celebrations
Establishment of a “Permit Player of the Year” Award, won this season by Riley Holmes
who played a combination of 35 games in 2018 for SUANFC, Glebe-Newtown and
Newington

In appreciation
The season overall for our Colts was a tremendous success. Our ability to field a second team,
return to our rightful place in the finals in Division 1 and “blood” more than 25 players from our
pathways clubs and schools showed a great commitment by the Club to Colts footy.
This could not have been achieved without support from Club leaders Sam Power, Jason
McLennan and the Board, staff Pippa Temperley and Jack Prato, coaches Joey Britton and Tom
Harvey, game day support from Dave Britton, Mark Gardiner, Robert Beech-Jones, Nick Potter
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(and other parents that jumped in when needed) and NEAFL/Prems players, especially Nick
Foster, that gave time to come down to training to support the boys.
Finally, it is worth noting that all this could not be achieved in one season without an
outstanding base to build on. Thanks therefore go to Chas Wilkinson and Jan Ramus for their
commitment and effort to the Colts program over a number of years.
List of Award Winners:
Colts Division 1

Colts Division 2

Jason McLennan Medallist (Colts B&F)
B&F - Rory Bresnahan
Wesley Greenaway
B&F Runner Up - Moustafa Sattout
B&F Runner Up - Archie McKay
Best and Fairest Placings
1. Wes Greenaway
2. Moustafa Sattout
3. Damien Dixon
4. James Scutella
5. Matt Dyster

1. Rory Bresnahan
2. Archie McKay
3. Joshua Lee (CBC)
4. =Rory Potter
5. =Jack Hauschild (CBC)

Most Consistent – Damien Dixon
Coach's Award – Andreas Apostolou

Most Consistent – Gabriel Beswick
Coach's Award – Alex Bulley

Colts Awards
Young Clubman of the Year – Gabriel Beech-Jones
Colts Goalkicking Award – Luke Gallen (21 goals)
Best New Player – Matt Dyster
Colts "Permit Player" of the Year – Riley Holmes
Jon Dyster
Vice President – Junior Development
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COMMERCIAL REPORT
No report received as at November 20
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CLUB PORTFOLIO REPORT
Ladies Day
Ladies Day as in the past, was the number one can’t miss event of the 2018 SUANFC season
with another incredibly successful event. With 4 games planned for the day at Oval Number 1 –
Men’s Premier and Premier Reserves, and for the first time 2 Women’s games with their
Premier and Division 1 Teams scheduled. Disappointingly, the weather did not cooperate with
the Women’s games being forced to move to alternate grounds due to Rain. Nevertheless, it
was a cracking afternoon with the sun coming through just in time for the Men’s Reserves game
and the rain holding off for the rest of the night. We continued our relationship with La Calle,
bringing their delicious Mexican Tacos which year after year are a hit with all attendees. The
Prize Raffle, Stocked Canteen and Door Charges for the Night’s Festivities raised a few thousand
dollars for the club and proved that this can be a profitable day. All Teams from NEAFL to
Women’s participated in the always incredibly popular Lip Sync Battle which year after year
seems to grow and become bigger and more successful. With Neafl playing earlier in the day
and Women’s returning after their rescheduled games, the event had a large number of
attendees from all facets of the club which I believe contributed to the enormous success of the
day.
Friday Night Lights
Friday Night Lights was back for its second year with SUANFC Premier Division playing UTS
Premier Division on the Friday Night at 7pm which is quickly becoming more and more popular
from both clubs. With Gus Stephenson and Paul Oscar providing music and commentary, cold
beverages and a BBQ with burgers and sausages at the canteen, this is a night that will be
locked in the SUANFC Event Calendar for years to come.
Pride Round
Pride Round, in its second year, was an incredibly successful event that is a celebration of the
diversity which strengthens our game, as well as a vital opportunity to raise awareness of
LGBTQIA+ issues and reflect on what how we can eliminate homophobia from the sport we all
love. Run primarily by Josh Cutrupi, all proceeds went towards Headspace Camperdown with a
Silent Raffle and Donations throughout the day raising plenty. Michael Murray once again
organised Rainbow Socks for all SUANFC players to wear along with a Limited Edition Rainbow
SUANFC Scarf.
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Indigenous Round/Old Boys Day
Old Boys Day for 2018 also coincided with Sir Doug Nicholls Indigenous Round which was a huge
day for the club. Raising money for AIME throughout the day, an AFL Ball which was painted by
Dunghutti Creations was auctioned off, along with the centre circle being painted as the
Aboriginal Flag. Yarlalu Thomas designed a special one off jersey working with Michael Murray
which was one of the best designs the club has ever seen with this design also being replicated
in Training Jerseys which sold out within hours. These Jerseys were worn by NEAFL on the
Friday Night, Premier Division on Saturday Afternoon and Glebe Greyhounds on Sunday. A
massive thankyou to Yarlalu Thomas for his contributions which made the day hugely successful
as well as raising a fantastic amount of funds for AIME.
2018 was a largely successful year for the club, ensuring that we are incorporating its members
in all events with Womens, NEAFL, Prems/Pressies and Rainbows all being incredibly involved in
each and every event throughout the year. A massive thanks must go to the Social Committee
as well as Pippa and Josh especially, for all their hardwork and support throughout the year.
Alex Hawtin
Club Portfolio
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INTEGRITY COMMITTEE REPORT
Following a process of consultation with AFL NSW/ACT, the Board of the Club established an
Integrity Committee, comprised of the Club Integrity Officer (me), the NEAFL Head Coach (Tom
Morrison) and the General Manager (Pippa Temperley) assisted by a Secretary ( Josh Carr). It is
expected that the AFL will require all clubs to make similar arrangements in the near future.
The Committee has met twice and has received reports in relation to the following;
-

NEAFL Total Player Payments
Contracts and Transfers
Gambling
Racial Vilification
Codes of Conduct
Use of Alcohol and Illicit Drugs
Anti-Doping
Coaches Qualifications
Eligibility and Criteria for Finals.

The Committee was satisfied that no there were no issues of non-compliance with any of those
policies.
The Committee noted the high standard of conduct of players and coaches during matches and
in particular, at the end of season presentation nights.
The Committee also noted that the management structure of the Club does not formally
conform with the Club’s current constitution, but noted that a process was underway to update
the constitution to provide for contemporary requirements.
The Committee proposes to broaden the Club’s education program at the beginning of next
season to increase awareness of the obligations of players and coaches under applicable SUSF
and AFL Codes of Conduct.
Peter Hastings QC
Club Integrity Officer
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NEAFL
2018 ended in disappointing fashion, with the team surprisingly inconsistent during the season
with the NEAFL team eventually falling to the Canberra Demons in the elimination final. The
year had started as one full of promise with a successful recruiting campaign snaring former AFL
players Craig Bird, Brandon Jack, Shaun Edwards and returning SANFL player Adam Gulden.
Ryan Hebron topped a terrific year taking out the Tim Driscoll Medal with Jake Derickx, Aaron
Day, Mitch Thompson, Damien Bonney retiring from the NEAFL program, all having made
significant contributions.
LADDER POSITION - 5th
HIGHLIGHT OF THE SEASON - Beating eventual premiers Southport at their home ground on the
Gold Coast.
AWARDS



Best and Fairest – 1st Ryan Hebron, 2nd Sam Tagliabue, 3rd Jake Derickx
Team of year – Ryan Hebron (back pocket), Adam Gulden (half-back flank), Tom Young
(half forward), Craig Bird (interchange).

NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS



Ryan Hebron – invited to the 2018 AFL draft state combine, recording impressive
results.
Lloyd Perris - Appointed as the development coach at the Sydney Swans, showing our
program can be a pathway to the AFL for coaches as well as players.

LOOKING FORWARD





With the signing highly rated NEAFL Development Program players – Joe Reinhardt,
Bailey Stewart, Josh Stern and Sam Wicks, the focus of the program moves to
developing young NSW.
Recruiting for assistant coaching position to fill the void left by Lloyd Perris remains a
priority.
Recruiting a experienced Ex- AFL or State League players to fill the void left by
retiring/leaving senior players and nurture the development of a young list is a priority

OFF THE FIELD



A number of NEAFL players have been working with the U19’s football program during
the 2018 season.
The football club continues to support a majority of players with scholarships at the
university.
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ONGOING ISSUES







Premier Division clubs ‘buy in’ to the program and putting forward talented players
to compete for a place in the NEAFL squad
Player Payments remain well below the league average and is an issue in regards to
attracting talented players to the squad.
Training and Game Venues remain away from the university. Blacktown Oval is the
main game day venue with the distance far for the majority of players / supporters /
staff
Coaching Retention, Lloyd Perris has been signed by the Sydney Swans in a full time
capacity and Senior Assistant Coach Rhys McAllister remains unsigned.

Tom Ayton
NEAFL Player Representative
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PREMIER DIVISION
No report received as at November 30
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PREMIER DIVISION - Reserves
It may have looked like business as usual as the Prem Reserves team made it successive Grand Final
appearances. But the story was far different, with an unprecedented level of change, making the
success of the 2018 season even more laudable. Ultimately only 3 players would back up from the 2017
side and play in the 2018 Grand Final. A core group of players retired at the end of 2017 and we set
about rebuilding the team with a focus on youth. This level of turnover and 65 players contributing
during the year made for an exceptional season despite falling at the last hurdle.
The almost unrecognisable team was led by Captain Ben Hawtin, who grew an arm and a leg in the
role, and Vice-Captain, “Mr. Reliable” Seb Trevaskis. Their courage and on field leadership was an
inspiration for the playing group. The team finished with the minor premiership after a 16 win 2 loss
season finishing a game clear of eventual winner Pennant Hills. After losing the first game of the year to
Pennant Hills we beat them in the second half of the season and again in a dominant display in the
Semi Final 60-33. Unfortunately on a hot Grand Final day we couldn’t play with our normal run and
spread and eventually went down by 15 points after leading by 5 points at the main break. While a
disappointing finish it would be easy to focus on that instead of the incredible achievement of a new
team that came together in an extraordinary season.
The Team should be extremely proud of what they achieved and how they played. They took on every
challenge. The football at times was sublime, their commitment to the contest never matched and they
genuinely set a new standard for the division.
Tom Dunlop was awarded the Team’s Best and Fairest rewarding an extraordinarily good season. Ben
Hawtin and Seb Travaskis couldn’t be split for runner up honours. Seb also took out the Clubs Most
Consistent Player Award. Mercurial Oli Wetzlar was awarded the Coaches Award and Bailey Scotney
awarded Most Improved as he developed into very valuable intercept marker across the backline. It’s
hard not to mention all the players individually as there were strong contributions across the year. A
number of players earnt permanent spots in Prems after some fantastic games in Ressies, most notably
“who that?” Dan Smith, Big Mal Picken, “the nightmare” Braydon Abraska and Adam Birman. Players
like Dave Gardiner proved the old adage that no player is irreplaceable, ably filling the large shoes left
by Slayer. Rooky Matt Akehurst had an unbelievable debut and won a place in Prems after only a
handful of games. Reichy was back playing his gutsy brand of football, Rowdy was showing that he
belongs at this level, Nick Dale again amazed with his sharp shooting, Luke Freemantle had his best
season for the club and Jack Fox just got better and better every game capping it off with a stellar finals
series.
Finally I would like to thank two people. Assistant Coach Richard Nicholl who was constant support,
provided valuable insights and sanity checks, laughed at my jokes and kept game day positive and calm.
And Tony Overall. His contribution to the club and the league cannot be underestimated. He has been
a great friend, mentor and support and he will be missed. Thanks Tony.

Mike Bassett
Prem Reserve Coach
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UNDER 19s – ‘The Colts’
Colts Division 1
The Colts Div 1 had a successful season making the finals for the first time in a few seasons with
a 10-7 record following the home and away rounds. The young squad were playing some good
football at times but injuries and player availability made it difficult to gain momentum.
Ultimately, we were not able to get past North Shore in the first week of the finals and 4th place
was a fair indication of our season.
2018 was the first season for coaches Joey Britton and Tom Harvey. Between them they
implemented some good structures and a strong culture amongst the boys that will lay the
groundwork for our program going forward.
Wes Greenaway had a breakout season winning comfortably the Jason McLennan Medal for
Best and Fairest with Moustafa Sattout the Runner Up. Damien Dickson was a revelation
polling well to come 4th in the Sydney AFL U19 Best and Fairest.
Overall much of our consistency during the season came from a strong core of players, led by
Captain Andreas Aposolou and Adam Fiene, who both played every game this season, Perry
Shields, Tom Lindfield-Kent, Vijay Sainju, Matt Dyster, Riley Holmes and Jack Gardiner, who all
played 15+ games, and award winners Wes, Moustafa and Damien. These boys set a high
standard for the group both on-field and on the training track.
Good teams are strong together off-field as well as on-field and credit goes to Henry Gowers
who made sure that the group came together well socially and backed up to do their volunteer
duties to support the other boys in the club.
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Colts Division Two
It was our inaugural season fielding two Colts teams and we were aware that there would be
some tough days. Thankfully we had a great group of young men that played with pride each
week and fortunately there weren’t that many days when the drive home after the game was
too hard.
We managed to clock up five wins, one being the only loss suffered by eventual premiers
Southern Power, which left us two wins outside the finals. This was a fair indication of our
season, knowing we’ll only get better. The highlight of the season was definitely the final match
of the year where everything seemed to come together for a 20 goal win and a great way to
finish our season.
Overall 54 players turned out for us this season with many of those still 16 or 17 years old. Rory
Bresnahan won the B&F and Archie McKay was runner up, both showing fantastic consistency
to poll in almost every match they played.
We had 8 players play more than 10 games for us, led by Young Clubman of the year Gabe
Beech-Jones and ably supported by Alex Bulley, Rory Potter, Gabe Beswick, Luke Parker, Luke
Asnicar, Kobee Haeraroa and Anthony Vassello. The efforts of these boys really helped us to get
some consistency in our play.
Throughout the season we received strong support from the Canada Bay Cannons and the
Glebe/Newtown clubs which helped us many times with top up players. This also provided our
pathways boys with a great experience of their future club.
Going forward there is plenty to look forward too as our decision to field two teams proved a
success and provided an increasing number of young footballers in our local and university
communities the opportunity to continue to play footy. There were 14 forfeits in the Under 19
competition 2018 and it was with some pride that we finished our season having fielded a team
every week.
Jon Dyster
VP Junior Football
Colts Division Two Coach
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DIVISION ONE – ‘The Blues’
No report received as at November 30
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DIVISION TWO – ‘The Reds’
No report received as at November 30
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DIVISION THREE – ‘The Growthbuilt Golds’
2018 saw the Gee Gee’s take out the Sydney AFL Mens Division 3 competition. It was a great
year on & off of the football field.
Apart from winning a flag a really pleasing point was that there was a large number of returning
players from last year’s Plats squad. Quite a few of those players got a deserved taste of higher
grade football throughout the year & I believe some of the more permanent squad members
from this season will get a chance to do the same next year.
This year we had 77 players roll through the Golds led by many men on a weekly basis
dependant on selections. However when it came down to the business end of the season our
team Captain’s Chas Wilkinson & Josh Toyer led by example throughout our “weekly
elimination finals”. Thank you for leading the boys in your usual professional & uncompromising
manner.
Well done to our awards winners, you truly deserve the accolades;
B&F – Nathan Barnard
R/UP B&F – Ewan Spinks
Most Improved – Jake Reddie
Coaches Award – Keron Russell
A huge thanks to the following for their assistance throughout the season; No. 1 - the
volunteers who put in for their mates when not playing, Luke Strassioto (my Monday night
eyes), Adam Clark, Nathan Danckert, Jim Beard, Matt Watson, Gus Stephenson, Jack Prato,
Pippa Temperley, the SUANFC Committee & all of the SUANFC coaching staff.
A line from last year’s report; “I have no doubt that if the same group of men return to don the
hoops again in 2018 we will give this division a shake” , well gentleman we gave it an almighty
shake, I’m still smiling!
A thank you all for the year, the laughs, the moments, the memories & the palpitations.
Privileged to have taken all those steps with you all on “our walk.”
Congratulations. For the Hoops.
Greg “FEEDTHENIX2018” Nix
Division THREE Coach 2018
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THE MASTERS
While the ultimate triumph on the field evaded the team, the 2018 season was a great success
for the Masters program nonetheless.
The Masters started the season powerfully, winning the first four games convincingly. Some
returning legends of the club, Michael Willoughby, Aaron Crespi, Mark Stewart and Ben
Malone, shined in the early rounds. Though brimming with confidence, the injuries started to
pile up for the squad. It seemed that, while the minds were willing, the flesh (with a few notable
exceptions), simply couldn’t keep up.
Tough losses to North West and Macarthur unfortunately put paid to our chance of sneaking
into the single-game finals format. The undermanned effort in Campbelltown was particularly
noteworthy, with the likes of Jethro, Naamon and Mitch fighting manfully through injuries to
keep the side in the hunt. By the final round, our numbers were thinning to the extent that
even mildly inebriated spectators were welcomed into the fold, and the result was a rousing
victory over the eventual champions, St George.
Polling in many games, our most consistent (and least injured) performers, Clinton Cole, Adrian
Fromm, Rob Goodall, Luke Higgins and Gerard Mitchell, kept us competitive through the
tougher middle and tail of the season. Over 40 players took the field for the Masters over the
short, 7-game season, drawn from a wide range of sources including parents of players, parents
of players from our junior club affiliates and even key sponsors. The Masters program aims to
further unite the SUANFC community and, from that point of view, 2018 can be only be
considered a raging success.
Ultimately, the core of our squad was a mixture of former players from a number of eras of
Sydney Uni football and to see the likes of Nige, Paulie Brandoon, Jacko, Claw, Cluny, Ben
Squire, Muz, Fintan, Dub and Jimmy Carter all take the field in combination was terrific.
Having fielded sides in various competitions previously, entering a side in AFL Sydney’s
inaugural Masters competition was not quite breaking new ground but it was a logistical
challenge that could only occur with the work of many. Scott Morgan, Jason McLennan, Michael
Murray, Rob Goodall, John Dyster, Paul Stanley and many others gave their time generously to
make the 2018 season happen and deserve the great thanks for their contributions.
Rob Lavery
Masters Boss
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2018 SUANFC Honour Roll
Premiers
Division 3 - Golds
Grand Finalists
Premier Division, Premier Division Reserves, Division 1 - Blues, Division 2 – Reds
Finalists
NEAFL, Colts – Division 1
University Blue
Craig Bird
University Gold
Chas Wilkinson
Best and Fairest Winners
NEAFL - Tim Driscoll Medal: Ryan Hebron
Premier Division - Harvey Gordon Medal: Allister Clarke
Premier Division Reserves – Laurie Kirwan Medal: Tom Dunlop
Colts Division 1 - Jason McLennan Medal: Wes Greenaway
Colts Division 2: Rory Bresnahan
Division 1: Peyton Caffey
Division 2 - Fintan O’Connor Medal: Aron Everett
Division 3: Nathan Barnard
Club Awards
Cec and Bunty Champion Club Person of the Year: Jon Dyster
Will Macbeth Young Club Person of the Year: Gabriel Beech-Jones
Outstanding Contributions: Michael Fogarty, Nick Foster, Richard Hawtinnnnn
Rising Star - Chas Wilkinson Medal: Jake Bartholomaeus
Scholar of the Year - Clinton Cole Medal: Darcy Baron-Hay
Most Consistent Player - Col Keeble Medal: Seb Trevaskis
Best in Finals – Ramus-Carter Trophy: Spencer Krochmal
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Best First Year Player: Matt Akehurst
Most Improved Player: Sam Gilfedder
Leading Goalkickers: Jake Derickx (NEAFL), Tristan Davies (Premier Division / Reserves),
Luke Gallen (Colts), Kyall Homberg (Divisions 1-3)
AFL Sydney Awards
Team of the Year: Tom Ayton, Tristan Davies
AFL Sydney Rising Star: Sam Gilfedder
NEAFL Awards
Team of the Year: Ryan Hebron, Adam Gulden, Tom Young, Craig Bird
Games Milestones
200 Games
Chas Wilkinson
150 Games
Andrew Holmes, Aron Everett, Brent Pollock, Ben Fitzpatrick, Josh Cutrupi
100 Games
Tom Ayton, Ronan Geraghty, Nick Bowen, Luke Freemantle
50 Games
Adam Birman, Allister Clarke, Andrew Sierakowski, Austin Lucy, Benjamin Hawtin, Chester
Travers, Christopher Reichman, Damien Bonney, David Johnson, Jack Hollywood, John Walsh,
Jordan McCreary, Justin Hazelton, Lewis Stevenson, Matthew Vicic, Michael Fogarty, Michael
Nettheim, Nicholas Bertino, Oliver Young, Rowdy Friend, Sacha Willesee, Sam Fong, Sam Ryan,
Sam Tagliabue, Spencer Krochmal, Thomas Pope, Tom Morrison
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2018 SUANFC Players
Aaron Crespi, Aaron Day, Adam Birman, Adam Clark, Adam Fiene, Adam Gulden, Adam Murray, Adrian Fromm, Alex
Antoniazi, Alexander Bulley, Alexander Hawtin, Alistair Davies, Allister Clarke, Amarpal Singh Pannu, Andreas Apostolou,
Andrew Holmes, Andrew Kraefft, Andrew Sierakowski, Angus MacDougall, Angus Robinson, Aniket Sharma, Anthony
Vassallo, Archie McKay, Aron Everett, Aron Lazaridis, Austin Lucy, Bailey Biggs, Bailey Scotney, Ben Fitzpatrick, Ben
Jackson, Ben Malone, Ben White, Ben Bartlett, Ben Harris, Ben Hawtin, Benjamin Squire, Benjamin Wrigley, Billy
Chudleigh, Blake Byrne, Brad Scutella, Brandon Nelson, Braydon Pilot, Brendan Borodyansky, Brendan Ennis, Brent
Pollock, Caleb St.Ather, Callum McFadden, Charles Goodsir, Charles King, Charlie Morgan, Chas Wilkinson, Chester
Travers, Chris Clarebrough, Chris Mohen, Christopher Baran, Christopher Reichman, Clinton Cole, Clinton Wells, Cluny
Archibald, Cooper Lee, Cooper Searle, Craig Bird, Curtis Harwood, Dale Halliday, Damien Bonney, Damien Dickson, Dan
Kelly, Daniel Fane, Daniel Downes, Daniel Smith, Daniel Whitehead, Daragh Mullen, Darcy Baron-Hay, David Drentin,
David Gardiner, David Johnson, David Owen, David Rountree, David Starkey, Denim Loffley, Dixon Wight, Dominic
Sweeney-Nash, Dominic Piscioneri, Dugald Shannon, Dylan Abdurahman, Dylan Howard, Edenn Bradford, Edward Ring,
Eric Norris, Evan Kerr, Ewan Spinks, Ezra Stoltenberg, Finn Potter, Fintan O'Connor, Gabe Orr, Gabriel Beech-Jones,
Gabriel Beswick, Gabriel Robbie, Gareth Earl, Garreth Butler, Gary Burch, Geordie Costello, Geordie Maclean, George
McLeay, George Morgan, Gerard Mitchell, Glenn Smith, Gordon Willis, Gulliver Hull, Gus Stephenson, Guy Harris, Harry
Bateman, Harry Campbell-Ross, Harry Lalor, Harry Morrison, Harry White, Hemi Hinaki, Henri Portet, Henry Forbes Smith,
Henry Gowers, Henry Lamshed, Hugh Blanchfield, Hugh Greenwood, Hugo Fisher, Jack Caspersonn, Jack Dimery, Jack Fox,
Jack Gardiner, Jack Griffith-Saunders, Jack Hauschild, Jack Hiscox, Jack Hollywood, Jack Jensen, Jack O'Halloran, Jack
Prato, Jack Pullinger, Jackson Potter, Jacob Derickx, Jacob Reddie, Jacob Swarts, Jake Bartholomaeus, James Brookshaw,
James Carter, James Denton, James Harken, James Hunt, James Mason, James Nettle, James Robertson, James Scutella,
Jared Boccanfuso, Jason Cheah, Jason McLennan, Jasper Dryden , Jayden Riley, Jeff Thomas, Joe Vo, Joel Carr, John
Walsh, Jon Dyster, Jonathan Marsh, Jordan Hill, Jordan Keam, Jordan McCreary, Jordan Sanders, Josef Wilks, Josh Carr,
Josh Trouchet, Joshua Burke, Joshua Carr, Joshua Cole, Joshua Cutrupi, Joshua Flanagan, Joshua Lee, Joshua Toyer, Jotaro
Howard-Shibuya, Julien Vincent, Justin Hazelton, Justin Raja, Justin Moritz, Kain Kyle, Keron Russell, Kieran Matic, Kobee
Haereroa, Kyall Homberg, Kyle Underwood, Lachlan Bennetts, Lachlan Davis, Lachlan Hayres, Lachlan Johnson, Leigh
McWhirter, Lewis Stevenson, Lewis Verrell, Liam Cavell, Liam Karl Donovan, Luca Roncolato, Luke Asnicar, Luke Astri,
Luke Freemantle, Luke Gallen, Luke Hayward, Luke Higgins, Luke Parker, Luke Saric, Maarten Turner, Malcolm Picken,
Marcus Valastro, Mark Stewart, Matt Akehurst, Matt Zaunmayr, Matthew Blaikie, Matthew Dyster, Matthew Peart,
Matthew Jensen, Matthew Powys, Matthew Vicic, Matthew Watson, Matthew Wilson, Matthew Wonders, Michael
Fogarty, Michael Murray, Michael Nettheim, Michael Willoughby, Miles Glover, Mitchell Francis, Mitchell Sandvoss,
Mitchell Thompson, Monty Krochmal, Moustafa Sattout, Murali Chinnappa, Naamon Eurell, Nathan Barnard, Nathan
Cooper, Ned Reinhard, Ned Rohrt, Nicholas Bailey , Nicholas Bertino, Nicholas Bowen, Nicholas Craze, Nicholas Foster,
Nicholas Kyriakacis, Nicholas Lees, Nicholas Lloyd, Nicholas McInnes, Nigel Tao, Nik Dale, Oliver Bourke, Oliver Maxwell,
Oliver Morgan-August, Oliver Wetzlar, Oliver Young, Oscar Gibbins, Oscar Lai, Patrick Collins, Patrick Hunter, Patrick
Kennedy, Patrick McGrath, Paul Brandon, Paul Chidrawi, Paul Stanley, Perry Shields, Peter Casey , Peter Lloyd , Peter
Schmidt, Peyton Caffey, Phillip Charleston, Peter Sukkar, Piers Bird, Rhys Watkins, Richard Nicholl, Riley Adam, Riley
Etherington, Riley Holmes, Riley Lucas, Riordan Lee, Robert Beech-Jones, Robert Goodall, Robert Lavery, Robert
McEnallay , Robert O'Hara, Ronan Geraghty,Rory Bresnahan, Rory Potter, Rowdy Friend, Ryan Hebron, Ryan Shirlaw,
Sacha Willesee, Sam Barkley, Sam Fong, Sam Mazzer, Sam Mischewski, Sam Ryan, Samuel Bright, Samuel Gilfedder,
Samuel Jensen, Sam Power, Sam Prendergast, Sam Tagliabue, Scott McIntyre, Scott Morgan, Scott Walker, Sean Stokoe,
Sebastian Fotea, Sebastian Trevaskis, Shaun Edwards, Shaun Grogan, Simon Johnston, Spencer Krochmal, Stuart Crosbie,
Taimus Werner-Gibbings, Thiha Hoe, Thomas Battaglia, Thomas Duffy, Thomas Elkington, Thomas Kirkham, Thomas
Linfield-Kent, Thomas Pope, Thomas Sanders, Thomas Stapleton, Timothy Adams, Timothy Barton, Timothy Cordner,
Toby Derrick, Tom Ayton, Tom Dunlop, Tom Morrison, Tom Whitaker, Tom Whitehead, Tom Young, Tommy Doyle, Travis
Hattwell, Trent Ryan, Tristan Davies, Tyler Fuata, Victor Kapruziak, Vijaya Sainju, Wesley Greenaway, Will Stratford,
William Honner, William Sierakowski, Xavier Richards, Yarlalu Thomas, Zac Abdurahman, Zac Dennis, Zachary Edwards,
Zac O'Brien.
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NOTES
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NOTES
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THANK YOU TO OUR 2018 SPONSORS
NAMING PARTNER

MAJOR PARTNERS

ASSOCIATE AND STRATEGIC PARTNERS

